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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The lieder of Schumann, Schubert and Wolf have been
extensively performed and discussed, mainly because
they were prolific composers of lieder.

Wagner's lieder,

however, has been greatly and injustly ignored.

This is

not because his lieder are inferior, but simply because
he was better known for his many music dramas.
rrHE

PROBLEM

-

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to assist the

soloist in his performance by:

(1) surveying the per-

sonality and philosophy of Richard Wagner as pertains
to his music, (2) surveying his general musical style,

(3) investigating the social development of the Wesendonck Songs, (4) analyzing them stylistically for
poetical and musical content, for vocal problems, and

(5) ascertaining their significance as lieder.
Importance of the Stuqy
Before a vocalist can accurately and artistically
perform the Wesendonck Songs, he must have some background knowledge of Wagner's personality and philosophy
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which is so deeply inherent in his music.

While great

volumes have been written on Wagner's music dramas,
very little has been written (to the knowledge of this
author) specifically on the Wesendonck Songs.
LIMITATIONS OF THE SCJ:IUDY
This investigation will attempt to analyze the
Wesendonck Songs on a stylistic basis.

The harmonic

analysis has been limited to those instances stylistically
significant.

Only those events in Wagner's life directly

pertaining to the Wesendonck Songs will be included.
While vocal problems peculiar to the Wesendonck Songs
will be discussed, piano or orchestral accompaniment

performance problems will be considered only in their
relation to the vocal line.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Arpeggio.

Notes of a chord played one after

another instead of simultaneously.

Augmentation.

A theme presented in double value

(a quarter note becomes a half note).

Bel canto.

Eighteenth century Italian vocal

technique emphasizing beauty of sound and brilliancy of
performance.
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Cadence.

A harmonic or melodic formula occurring

at the end of a phrase, section, or composition which
conveys the impression of a momentary or permanent conclusion.

Chromaticism.

The use of notes outside of the

diatonic scale.

Conjunct.

Successive degrees of the scale.

Diatonic.

Music confined to the notes of the scale.

Enharmonic.

Tones which are actually one and the

same degree of the chromatic scale, but are named and
written differently.

Melismatic.

A vocal passage of many notes sung

to one syllable.

Modulate.

To change to a new key within a compo-

Neumatic.

The style of text setting which gives

sition.

two or three notes one syllable.

Song Form.

Simple ternary form of ABA.
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Strophic.

A song in which all of the stanzas

of the text are sung to the same music.

Syllabic.

The style of text setting which gives

one note to each syllable.

Tesbitura.

The general

11

lie" of a vocal part,

whether high or low in its average pitch.

Chapter 2
RICHARD WAGNER AND HIS MUSIC
There have been few composers throughout history
who have reflected their personalities in their music to
the extent of Hichard Wagner.

His selfish, ungrateful

and egotistical personality created an artist of several
disciplines who contributed to the world many musical
innovations.

Because his personality is so closely coore-

lated to his music, it is necessary to understand this
man's complete obsession with freedom and how he tried to
achieve it before an accurate and artistic performance of
his works can be rendered.
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS
Richard Wagner (1813-1883) was a musical genius
of volcanic temperament and imagination.

Vindictive,

ungrateful, selfish, petty and dishonorable, his chivalric
acts and instances of self-sacrifice were very few (5:442).
Because of his egotistical personality, Wagner considered
the public his servant.

He expected his friends to listen

to his poetry by the hour, and when they grew tired and
wanted to leave, Wagner took it as a personal affront.
When such friends, being concerned with his financial
plight, provided him with aid, he considered it his

5

6

rightful due rather than a gift.

"Ever at a loss to com-

prehend why some husbands should take the commonplace,
vulgar, bourgeois view that wives and property were
sacred", he believed that women who crossed his path
throughout life were his free domain to do with as he
pleased (22::.-181).

As "an intellectual, a philosopher, a

speculative musician forever formulating theories that he
attempted to validate by pragmatic means", Wagner found
coping with society an ugly, nagging experience (13:565).
Philosophical ideas on art in relation to man were
definite and clear for Wagner.

He wrote, "As man is to

nature, so art is to man" (21~136).

Before creative

artistry was possible, man had to be completely free, even
from the bonds of society.

The following examples explain

this in Wagner's own words.
Genuine man • • • will not come into being until
his life is shaped and ordered by true human nature
and not by the willful law of state • • • • Only in
joyous consciousness of his connection with nature
does man overcome his dependence on it; art overcomes
its dependence on life only in its connection with the
life of genuine, free men (21:138).
In the natural morality of all peoples, insofar
as they include the normal human being--even those
cried down as rawest--we learn for the first time to
recognize the truth of human nature in its full nobility, its genuine beauty (21:139).
An art work is religion brought to life, religions,
however, are created not by the artist, but by the
folk (21:140).
Wagner tried to live this philosophy, but, ironically he
accomplished this goal only to the extent that society
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would permit.

Through his unerring faithfulness to the

art, music was not daunted by the philosophical struggle
with his contemporaries; rather, in spite of the pressure
of society there arose a complete and sensuously rich
artist who was his own librettist, impressario, conductor,
composer and author.

His music not only centered around

the philosophy of freedom, but actually tried to convert
or educate the people to it.

He did not hesitate to call

his stage presentations "'the art work of the future'"
(16:832).
ARTISTIC CHARACTERISTICS
The merging of all arts into one super-experience
was Wagner's foremost goal.

Out of this one desire grew

the musicdrama (musikdrama), the throughcomposed technique
(durchkomponiert), the motive technique (leitmotif) and
an orchestra of new size and sound.
Music Drama
Drama per Musica (the Wagnerian title for "opera"),
or Gesamtkunstwerk, was "an all embracing design in which
poetry, drama, and music, as well as other peripheral
arts, would be intertwined in a new kind of drama"
(13:565).

Each element was to be of equal importance.

1854 Wagner began composing The Ring in which the music
drama reached the height of its development.

The Wesen-

donck Songs, which he was working on at this time, also
reflect the music drama influence.

In Wagner's own

In

8

words,

0

Every bar of dramatic music • • • is justified

only by the fact that it explains something in the action
or in the character of the actor 11 (11:219).
Endless Melody
The old Italian number opera consisting of a
series of arias, recitatives, duets, ensembles, and
choruses drew too much attention to the music and the
singers.

Consequently, to equalize the importance of

music with that of drama and poetry, Wagner created a new
type of endless or continuous melody which would never
allow the emotions to cool.

The four-measure phrases and

definite cadences and sections of the old formal aria were
weakened by chromatic harmony.

11

Individual numbers are

merged, final cadences are evaded, and bridges are continually employed to synthesize the opera into an indissoluble whole" (13:565).

For the listener a feeling of

eternal "becoming" was created.
Poetry.

Music did not exist for its sake alone,

but rather, was subservient to both action and text.

0

He

never hesitated to sacrifice clarity of tonality to an
immediate dramatic need" (7:373).

The poetry of Wagner's

music drama was partly lyric and partly declamatory.
Extended monologues and dialogues replaced the conventional
arias.

After consulting Medieval legend, Germanic myths,

and mixtures of historical fact and legend, Wagner then
painted specific moods and emotions, worshipped nature
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and elevated the nation through his poetry.

He wrote

the poetry first, then the music; "Only when the poem
was complete did he turn his attention to the music"
(12:102).

Even then the musical sketch was in his subcon-

scious mind.

The root of Wagnerrs artistic activity lay

completely in the subconscious (20:2008).

Whereas many

poets write on experiences they have already found in life,
Wagner's poetical conceptions were far in advance of his
experience.

Actually, he let these poetical conceptions

guide his experiences.

For instance, it is felt by some

authors that "Wagner fell in love with Mathilde Wesendonck
because he was writing (about love in) Tristan und Isolde"
(4).

Leitmotif.

The leitmotif grew directly out of a

need to musically portray the poetry and drama, thus
enhancing the understanding of the text.

They were short

thematic ideas associated with or symbolizing persons,
objects, natural phenomena, attributes of character, or
emotions (15:536).

Their reoccurance serves as a connect-

ing element throughout the opera.
Orchestra
Wagner's mastery of instrumental techniques and
uncanny vision for color and scoring brought to the
orchestra a new and revolutionary sound.
His daring experimentation with instrumentation,
such as dividin~ the strings into many separate parts,
writing for full choirs of brasses and woodwinds,
was a most radical departure from the scores of his
predecessors (17:20).
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To extend the range of certain timbres, the Wagnerian tuba
was developed.

Clarinets, oboes, bassoons, bass clarinets,

contra bassoons, trumpets, trombones, French horns, and
tubas all were utilized to a greater extent than ever
before.

The instruments were often predominant over the

vocal sound when they had a leitmotif to play which was
more important to the drama than was the vocal part (15:

537).

The orchestra language of Weber and Beethoven was

his example; "the orchestra, not the voice, is the nub of
his operatic form" (11:220).
In spite of these extensive endeavors to keep all
elements of art equal, Wagner was still above everything
else, a musician.
worse" (12:102).
and performed?

"Wagner's poetry is mediocre and often
Why then is Wagner's music still loved

"The poor poet and the pretentious philo-

sopher was the great, the passionate, the strong, the
deep-feeling musician • • • . In music Wagner was a supreme
poet" (12:102).

His music dwarfed all other elements of

his stage works, and so it was that as a musician he did
on rare occassion turn to the composition of art songs
and song cycles.

Chapter 3
THE WESENDONCK SONGS
The love affair between Wagner and Mathilde Wesendonck resulted in the composition of the Wesendonck
Songs.

It is interesting to note their relationship to

Tristan und Isolde.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESENDONCK SONGS
It was in February of 1852 that Wagner first met
Mathilde Wesendonck, a young, distinguished, well-educated
lady.

Her husband, Otto Wesendonck, was a wealthy merchant.

Several years after their initial meeting, Otto offered
Wagner and his wife, Minna, tne free use of a small cottage
on his property near Zurich.

Wagner gladly accepted, and

finding this place so well suited to an atmosphere conducive to composition, named the cottage "Asyl".

The next

few years granted Wagner some of the greatest joys of his
life, and some of the deepest sorrows (9:73).
Matnilde Wesendonck was a "responsive disciple"
to Wagner's teachings (18~97).

A great inspiration to

Wagner, ne frequently sought her opinion and approval of
his work.

There is some discrepancy among authors as to

the true nature of their relationship.

Beoause Wagner

makes no mention of tne Wesendonck affair in his own

11.
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autobiography, Mein Leben, Monroe Stearns writes "Although
their friendship remained platonic, it represented that
identity of two souls usually associated with a passionate
love affair" ( 18 :-97).
love affair did exist:..

Others feel that a passionate.
11

Wagner was hopelessly in love

with Mathilde Wesendonck" (4). Otto, of course, was upset
by his wife's nocturnal visitor, but, after her attempted
suicide, he decided to let the relationship continue if it
would keep her alive.

The most important point here is

that Mathilde inspired Wagner, and that in his pursuit
of her he was rebelling against society's bond of fidelity
in marriage, and thereby, was achieving artistic freedom.
As Mathilde and Wagner discussed the composition
of Tristan, she was inspired to write five poems (Funf
Gedichte) about their relationship (completed September 1,
1857).

Between November 30, 1857, and May 1, 1858, Wagner

set these five poems to music.

He called them Studien zu

Tristan und Isolde, a study for Tristan und Isolde.
STYLISTIC ANALYSIS 0:E' THE WESENDONCK SONGS
AND RELATIONSHIP TO TRISTAN UND ISOLDE
In several instances poetical and musical parallels
can be easily seen between the Wesendonck Songs and other
Wagnerian works, especially Tristan und Isolde.

The Wesen-

donck affair and its resulting songs were the direct inspiration for Tristan (22:184);

"The music for several scenes

of Tristan existed before the scenes themselves" (2:299).
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"In Tristan und Isolde, Wagner had worked out his passion
for Mathilde Wesendonck and the moral problems it entailed"
(18:120).

Although society would not allow that complete

artistic and moral freedom which he desired, Wagner was
able to play his idealistic role through the characters
of his music dramas.

Thus, the moral freedom and artistry

of Tristan, and the Wesendonck Songs as a study for Tristan,
directly plead for the freedom which Wagner could not
experience in this life.
Poetry
In Wagner's mind Tristan was the conception of
ecstatic love, and Mathilde was the catalyst, the precipitator of this love (18:111).

In Isolde, Mathilde may have

seen the glorification of herself (22:184).

Desire could

no longer destroy the lovers because they would simply
renounce the world's moral limitations and find eternal
bliss in a mystical union with each other through death.
This is the predominant theme of Mathilde's poems to and
about Wagner.

(The following poetic translations are

taken from 17:89-92).

The first poem, Der Engel (The

Angel), clebrates Wagner as an angelic redeemer who has
come to bear the spirit upward (7:128).

"Where there is

a sorrowful heart • • • that fervently prays for deliverance--there the ~ugel will fly down and waft it gently to
heaven.

Yes, an angel descended to me also".

While the

fourth poem, Schmerzen (Agonies), reflects the day motif
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of Tristan, the second poem, Stehe still (Stand Still),
reflects the night or death motif.

Here Mathilde paints

the oblivion of love, self extinction, and strivings of the
universe (7:178).

It begins as a command for the universe,

for love, and for eternity to stop for a moment:
of becoming, let me be!.~

'"enough

However, soon "sweet forgetful-

ness" will envelop the lovers, and "swelling pulses" of
love will return:

111

when lips are mute in silent amazement

and the soul wishes for nothing more--then man sees Eternity's footsteps and solves your riddle, divine Nature!"
Although Im Treibhaus (In the Greenhouse) is musically
very important, poetica11.y it offers less than the other
poems in new ideas; rather, it reiterates Tristan's symbols
of day as love's foe and night as its friend (7:178).
Humanity, like the plants in the greenhouse in loneliness
and frustration, often reaches out for love and life's
deeper values; but, all too often no recipient can be
found:

"Longingly you spread wide your wings and embrace,

deluded, a horrid emptiness".

Light shines all around the

plants and around man;; however, home is another place, that
place beyond death.

This same idea is laid out in stronger

terms in Schmerzen.

Although the sun dies at the close

of every day, it rises anew with each morning.
my heart be heavy?"

So it is also with man, that death

must not be dreaded but eagerly anticipated for:
gives birth to life".

"Why should

"death

The last poem, Traume (Dreams),

expresses Mathilde's amazement that her dreams of perfect
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love with Wagner after ascension to heaven never seem to
fade, but rather, these dreams ''flower more fairly with
every hour of the day • • • and bring blissful intimations of heaven".

Occassionally, one will dream of obtain-

ing some great possession, and then, after long waiting,
it no longer seems necessary.

However, this was not the

case with Mathilde and Wagner's longings for each other.
After complete faithfulness throughout the song cycle,to
the dream of perfect love, with the concluding statement
these spiritual joys suddenly "fade softly against your
breast and sink into their grave 11 • Here Mathilde finally
admits to herself, to Wagner, to their spouses, and to the
world that this idealistic spiritual love will never be
realized because they are already hopelessly bound by
society to the fidelity of marriage.
Music
Wagner's music for the Wesendonck poems includes
the basic musical techniques of his operas (10).

In his

earlier writings Wagner used a rather strict song form.
However, in the Wesendonck Songs "the song form is broken
through so that they have the character of lyrical fantasias with a free handling of the original lyrical conception11; the extension of boundaries, the bridging over of
periods, the increase of lyrical development in the germ
song are all due to his desire for a purely musical expansiveness, and a delight in tone for its own sake (2:309).
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The following discussion of the song cycle's general musical characteristics includes:

chromaticism, thematic

development, use of ninth chords, key relationship, endless melody, form, and the music drama's influence.
General characteristics. Wagner employed chromaticism to create smooth, unobtrusive modulations, to ad~
color, and to create sequences.

In Tristan Wagner used

chromaticism to cree,te tension, both in harmony and melody.
Chords are altered, connected and resolved chromatically, with the result that the key shifts almost
from measure to measure. Chromatic suspensions,
passing tones and other devices are introduced freely,
and cadences are delayed or elided, to such an extent
that the harmonic color is kaleidoscopic in its effect

(15:538).

The theme of "ascension to heaven 11 is developed
throughout the cycle.

The many ascending lines are termed

themes rather than leitmotifs because their idea of

11

ascen-

sion to heaven" is "developed" by various means, not directly

repeated.

Im Treibhaus.
Example 1.

The main ascension theme is seen in

It is strengthened by parallel thirds.

Im Treibhaus, measure 4, key of D minor.

piup
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Chromatic six-note patterns ascend throughout the first
half of Stehe still.
Example 5.

Stehe still!, measures 7-8.

cresc.

.•

Near the end an arpeggio hints at the main ascension
theme.
Example 6.

Stehe still, measures 86-87, key of C.

The ascension theme in Schmerzen is accomplished by a
frequently repeated two-note ascending figure, one note
for tension and the second for release.

The bass notes

F flat and Dare tension notes, releasing to F natural
and E flat respectively.
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E~ample 7.

Schmerzen, measures 25-26, key of C minor.

Again, ag seen in Der Engel and Im Treibhaus, the ascending
line ending on a high and quiet note is found in Traume,
accompanied by ascending broken chords.
E:oomple 8.

Traume, measures 58-60, key of A flat.

I ~triiu

-

gleam,

-~

I ~.

mend spen
ga
then

-

-

~- ~

fn ih- ren
thered in their

I ~--

-

~·

!

Duft,_
pride,--

The idea of ascension can be seen in the repetition of
phrases, each sequentially one step higher.
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Example 9.

Traume, measure 17-24, key of A flat.

I J.
Sag;
wefoh' wun - der - ha
Dreams
of
mys - tic - al

re Triiu en - chant -

me
- ment

J.
hal hold

ten met - nen Sinn
my spir - it fast

um - fan
in
bond -

gen,
age,

Stehe still, measures 31-38.

Example 10.

J
se
balm·

in
in

dass
That

~-

~

Y,
-~---

presffU'fl

--

r ~p I r·

I•r·

mog'
al - le
full - ness of

lch
The

sii - ssem Ver - ges
bliss - ful
ob - liv

lig

gr
-

Won
joy

~

nen
I

I Ef

er - mes
sa
may

Ascending sequence is also used to build individual phrases.
Example 11.

Stehe still, measures 3-4, key of C minor.

X

,

X

Sau - se.n-des,brau - sen-dea

End - less-ly. gal • top-big

E»ample 12.

~

,I

· Rad
-steeds

a

der Zeit,
of time,

Traume, measures 33-35.
•

je - der Stun - de, Je - dem
ev - 'ry hour ·1 to great - er

ge scho
won - der grow

ner
and

bliilin,
ev
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Wagner's love of sensuous tone and insatiable
thirst for sound lead him to frequently employ chromatic
ninth and seventh harmonies, often with the intent of
creating tension which is released with the passing of
the ninth.
Example 13.

Traume, measures 48-49.

me,
- sions,

Triiu Vi

Also, these chromatic harmonies and unprepared movements
to distantly related chords were especially useful in
blurring modulations to new keys.

The entire middle sec-

tion of Traume is a long series of seven and nine chords
tnrough which a feeling for key is completely lost.

The

following example is an excerpt from this middle section.
Example 14.

I ser·
soul

Traume, measures 37-39.

~ig durch's
F Ge~ -Im~~.
to

high -er

ec

r Ir

the
zielin?
sta - sy.

-

I
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In all of the songs except Schmerzen ana Stehe still the
final key proves to be a return to the initia~ key.

(Both

Schmerzen and Stehe still modulate from C minor to their
parallel major, C major).

Even though the middle sections

of each song do extensively employ chromaticism, the opening and closing statements are diatonic; thus, one definite
tonality is set up for each song.

Wagner's chromatic

style is simultaneously the end of the Romantic expansion
of the tonal system and the beginning of the modern search
for new harmonic systems (15:?38).
Endless melody is achieved by Wagner sometimes
through the vocal line, sometimes through the accompaniment, and usually as an amalgamation of the two to overlap
one another, thus avoiding final cadences.

His "flowing

sequence of periods without a conceptual link to bind them"
occurs throughout the cycle, ana is achieved by several
small details (2:299).

In the following example the authen-

tic cadence is weakened by the accompaniment ending on beat
one and the voice ending on beat two of measure 13, and
also by the method in which the bass line of the accompaniment immediately begins the next phrase.
Example 15.

Der Engel, measures 12 and 13.

den
tain

-

son - ne,
sun - shine;
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Example 16 also demonstrates Wagner's ability to keep the
rhythm of the accompaniment flowing over the vocal break
between phrases.
Example 16.

Im Treibhaus, measures 6-8, key of D minor.

Bal-da- chi-ne
Chi}:-dren of_ a

Hochge~·olb - te Bliit-ter - kro - nen,
Tellrne,crowntlwithern!rald fo - liage,

vonSmadis-tant

piup

In another instance the accompaniment serves as a bridge
from one vocal line to the next by a change in rhythmic
pattern from two groups of sixteenth notes to three groups
of four sixteenth notes.
Example 17.

Stehe still, measures 29-31.
------~~-----

:a,

t

•p I r·
ger Tag!
your wings!

f

t

,

~s

,

2

J
dass
That

dim.

:b I
in
in
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Quite often Wagner gives the bass line of the accompaniment an important melody to bridge vocal phrases.

Here

the important bass line melody also happens to be a development of the "ascension to heaven" theme.
Example 18.

kun
mo -

Stehe still, measures 25-26.

de lang!
ments space!

Schwel - len-de Pul
Fe - ver-ish puls

-

se,
es,

fes qui -

Overlapping of phrases also produces endless melody.

The

E of und is the beginning of the vocal phrase, but the end
of the accompaniment phrase.
Example 19.

Stehe still, measures 56-58.

.ht
wle
vine-

der - fin - det, und
com - ple - tion, And

al
ev

les

'ry
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Sometimes the definiteness of a cadence is lessened by
ending on the six chord instead of the tonic.
Example 20.

Schmerzen, measures 5-6.
------

---------------

-

-~----

•

roth, wenn im Mee-res-spie • gel
Sun, As

in - to the sea thou 'J

The vocal line can also create endless melody.
For instance, extensions of the third repetition of fourmeasure phrases prevents their usual stagnation.

Example

21 shows the extended phrase following two phrases of four
measures each.
Example 21.

Stehe still, measures 11-16.

.
_p

-~

I p·

e

Ul'

halt

Un

ein,
still!

Ji I r------ 7' -fs--== ~
--

~

-

-

ing ere

a

tion,

dens, lass _ _ _ __
fort; grant _ _ __

des
to

ge-nug
Anend

J.
mich
me

--

- te doch
stand_ thou

Schop - fung, hal

- wi-ge

~

~,@\ ~r.
,

se1n.
rest!
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In many instances the final cadential note is the same
as the initial note of the next phrase.

Thus, a feeling of

continuation is created.
Example 22.

Stehe still, measures 61-62.

I J.
kiln - fit

det;

die

Lip

- ment; There awe

piup

Circles of sound form a feeling of movement, each circle
serving as the impetus for the next.

Example 23 shows a

circle of sound; the phrase gradually rises, gradually
falls, and returns to the enharmonically same note on which
it began.
Exampl.e 23.

"\Ve
Be

Stehe still, measures 54-57.

-

sen in We ing at - tains

sen sich
its di

wie
vine_

der - fin - det,
com - ple - tion

Endless melody is created for the cycle as a whole
by the final cadences of each song which smoothly move
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Example 27.

Im Treibhaus, measures 1-2.

ALthough the final D minor chord of Im Treibhaus and the
initial C minor chord of Schmerzen are not closely related,
Wagner ties them together by repeating the cadential D
as the accented ninth of the C chord.
Example 28.

Im Treibhaus, measures 66-68, key of D minor.

Example 29_.

Schmerzen, measures 1-2.

The final cadential notes or Cana E in Schmerzen move
down an octave to C anu E flat ror the initia,l chord of
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other thematic material, and therefore, even though the
accompaniment is slightly changed rhythmically, appears
to be a direct repetition- o~ theme A.

However, after the

first phrase of the repetition, the vocal l~ne departs
from the original.
Example 32.

Schmerzen, measures 3-4, 14-15, key of C minor.

Son• ne, wei-neat Je- den A-bend cllr die
Ev- \-y eve-mng·at thysettingRedthhte

Ach,
Why

~

wie
soll - te ich da kla - gen, wie, mein
then mu'st we be la-ment-ing?Whence, my

good example of the occassional direct accompaniment

repetition with a new vocal theme can be seen in Im Treibhaus.
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Example 33.

Im Treibhaus, measures 5-7, 13-15, key of
minor.

D

pirJ.QJll

w

Hochge-wolb - te Blat-ter - kro - nen,
Tellme,crown'dwithem!rald fo - Hage,

Schwel-gend net-get 1hr die
Si - lent-ly you w;ive yo11r

Considering only the vocal line, the form for each song
is as follows::
Der Engel

Stehe still
Iin Treibliaus
Schmerzen
Traume

ABC
ABODE
ABCDEFGH
AAB
ABC

The accompaniment provides continuity by its thematic
development which is musically more important than the
vocal themes.

At the end of each song after the vocal
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line has ended, the accompani.ment reiterates the themes
stated,in that particular song.

Therefore, the form is

closed when considering not only the vocal line, but also
the accompaniment.
The music drama influence can be seen at the various
points where poetry completely overshadows the importance
of the music.

This happens most often at the conclusion

of each song.
Example 34.

Im Treibhaus, measures 59-60, key of D minor.
~~\-~-~,

- .. _ -- - -

..
--- ·--·
,-

v-
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I

BUit - ter grii - nem Saum:

edg - es

of

the leaves.

~

..- - .,_·-'
'
'
piilp
I

"

-· --

Example 35.

,--...n~

~

'

~

-

-'

~

--...,,;-;-

.

Schmerzen, measures 75-79.

er
For

pp

,-

~

~u

-

--

I

kennt _
man___

der
has

Mensch des
touched the

Ew'
sum

g·en
mit of

mit allmaltli'ger Steigerung der Starke
gradually increasing 'in powe1·

Spur:
life;v.

There is only one phrase in the entire cycle that can be
sung in a speech-song technique.

Here the poetry is so

important that the accompaniment is eliminated.
Example 36.

Im Treibhaus, measures 33-35, key of D minor.

tp I r
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-
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Characteristics Peculiar to Each Song, and their Relation
to Other Wagnerian Music Dramas
Although there are many Wagnerian characteristics
displayed equally throughout the cycle, each song does have
its own character.

The musical ideas for Der Engel sprang

from Rhinegold, and are

11

merely a rich harmonic improvi-

sation" on two instrumental rhythmic patterns (
and ? /

J. ), and

one vocal rhythmic pattern (

(2:309).

J, J' d ,

n'

j )

Stehe still contains the robust idiom of the
opening act of Siegfried (7:178).

At mid point in the

song the beginning six-note chromatic scale passages are
replaced by repeated chords in triplet figures.
drama takes over.

Here the

Stehe still is the only song in which
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The unifying feature of this theme is the rhythm pattern
of T

lJ JJ.
The sketch for the prelude to the final act of

Tristan is found in Im Treibhaus.

Tristan begins in F

minor with duple meter, while Im Treibhaus begins in D
minor and triple meter.

The register of Tristan is a

sixth lower than that of the cycle.

Although Im Treibhaus

begins softly and Tristan begins loudly, the corresponding
ascending lines in both are soft.

For Tristan, Wagner

rhythmically augmented the Wesendonck themes; the germ of
the theme is accomplished in one measure in Im Treibhaus,
in two measures in Tristan.
Example 39.

Tristan--Act III, measures 1-10.

pp
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Example 40.

Im Treibhaus, measures 1-5.

piup

--------··
A song cycle, short in length compared to a music drama,
does not allow time for such augmentation.

Instead,

compressed ideas quickly flow one into another.

The cadence

ending section B of Tristan is an ou~mented veroion of
tne corresponding cadence in Im Treibhaus; here the
C sharp quickly resolves to the B natural, and immediately
moves into the next phrase.
Example 41.

gerleltnt
steso

I

""ausd
f".espre

~-#

Tristan--Act III, measures 11-15, key of
F minor.

--------

· - - ----,3--r:rt r

Tnrt~r-

(111olto !,mga)
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Example 42.

Im Treibhaus, measures 17-22.

drucksvoll)

:--========t===

th expression)

..

The end of the introduction for Tristan's Act III corresponds to the ena of Im Treibhaus.
Example 43.

Tristan--Act III, measures 44,-47.

Example 44.

Im Treibhaus, measures 64-65.

___.:.------------

.

--------
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Conjunct motion is prevalent throughout part A
of Schmerzen.

Part B introduces a contrast by adding

skips to the melodic line; but even here, the accompaniment fills in some of these skips to create an over-all
smoothness.

The opening chord of Schmerzen corresponds

to the opening chord of Tristan--Act II.

Although the

passage is soft in Tristan and loud in Schmerzen, they
both contain a full chord and following falling scale.
Example 45.

Tristan--Act III--Scene I, measures 23-25.

Example 46.

Schmerzen, measures 1-2.

The chromat~cally rising phrase sequences seen in the
Wesendonck Songs are also found in Tristan.
Example 47.

Tristan--Act III--Scene I, measures 28-32.
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Traume is characterized by repeated six-note
patterns; through their relative uneventfulness in the
introduction, Wagner lulls the listener into a dreamy
state, ready to accompany Mathilde as she recalls the happiness of being close to Wagner.

Whereas the rest of the

cycle must be performed with.constant tempi, Traume requires
rubato.

The dotted rhythm patterns produce a feeling of

animato; the reoccurring dotted half note allows for a
relaxation of tempo.
Example 48.

Traume, measures 40-43.
--- animato

- me,
- sions,

heh- re Strah-len in die See - le sich
ra-diant beams up-on the heart de-scend

Wagner chose to end the entire cycle on the tonic chord
in second inversion.

This is a less final ending than

would have been the tonic chord in root position.

Thus,

a lifting feeling continues even after the music has ended.
Example 49.

Trauma, measures 82-84 •

.

ffffff

4-0

A very close correlation can be seen between Tristan
and Traume in the words Urvergessen and Allvergessen.
Again, the former is rhythmically augmented.
Example 50.

Tristan, Act III, measures 321-322.

l•q §•

ritm..

.

f5i IJ. J I

Ur- ver-ges-sen!
out from think-ing

,,,-

Example 51.

Traume, measure 46.
-yrmmuio

· ·

~ ~

.ptJ5. J; J-_p I

tm,

All - ver-ges nev - er fad - ing,
•ritenuto

"The relation of these songs • • • to tne Tristan score
2roves that Wagner worked involuntarily for visual representation on the stage even when he seemed to turn his
back on the theatre"(2:308).
Relation of Music to Poetry
Most of Wagner's text settings in the Wesendonck
Songs are syllabic, occassionally neumatic, but never
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melismatic.

Melismatic text settings show off the voice

and its technical abilities; Wagner led a revolution
against this Classical desire to show off the virtuoso
singer.

The text could be brought out most efficiently

by the syllabic setting.
In some instances Wagner used tone painting to
bring out the poetry.

Not only the words, but also the

melodic line "lift the soul and bears it home. 11
Example 52.

Der Engel, measures 27-28.

soul

genHim-mel hebt.
and bears it home.

The use of rising chromatic sequence in the melodic line
and accompaniment sets up the bounce of a "galloping steed~'
Example 53.
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j 1--
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l
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,

Stehe still, measures 3-4.
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A feeling of despair is created in the following example
by the uneven rhythm of perfect fifths.
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Example 54.

Im Treibhaus, measures 31-32.

Wohl, lc)l
Ah, JIIJ

welss es,
coin -

ar - me
radea, well I

In the following example the melodic line in itself speaks
of glory.
Example 55.

Schmerzen, measures 9-10 •

...-......

Jbit p p· p D, r I Pp p p .P. J; u
stehst in al - ter Pracht, Glo - ri - e der diist -ren Welt
morn-ings_eesthee rise Glo - : riousfromthe dusk-y deep

Throughout Traume the rhythmic patterns continually
move until the word "Traume" is reached; the rhythm stops
for a moment, as in a dream.
Example 56.

Traume, measures 31-32.

j
Trau
Vi

me,
sions,

I11 other cases Wagner does not seem to worry about tne
melodic line directly portraying the text.
does one's soul

11

For instance,

soar 11 on one quarter note, lower than the

preceeding and following notes?
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Example 57.

Der Engel, measure 37-38.

I

t

J J 1r

Schmerz,
mei - nen Geist
night,
Soars and sings

J
nun
in

u

This word would have proved to be a great opportunity for
the Classical soloist to display virtuoso ability on a
long floridly melismatic passage.

By tnis example in

particular it can be seen that Wagner's first goal was to
no~ draw attention solely to the soloist over the other
supposedly equal elements of music drama.

His second goal

was to portray the feeling or meaning of the words in the
music.
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VOCAL PROBLEMS
In Wagner's works there is a continuous intensity,
a continuous tension.

To keep this intensity and never

let down from the beginning to the end of the Wesendonck
Songs is very tiring; this is the cycle's greatest vocal
problem.

Although the cycle is not particularly long

(about twenty minutes), it seems long to the performer
because it requires a well-supported legato tone on one
long phrase after another.

Many song cycles contain one

or two songs of a lighter quality that relieve the tension,
but this cycle does not. While it is true that the second
and last songs do have more movement, all are highly
intense and very dramatic.
"Wagner, who, though he is supposed to have
destroyed bel canto as it was once known, appears to be
familiar with its concepts" (18:22).

He considered the

German throat less adapted by nature to singing than that
of the Italians', and he blamed the German singers' early
vocal losses on their lack of sufficient training before
appearing in public.

Since the German language is more

harsh and gutteral than the Italian language, a more declamatory kind of singer is produced.

Consequently, Wagner

demanded of his singers a more Italianate, flowing style
of singing wedded to German art (18:103).
Although "the singer's line • • • always preserves a
truly melodic character," the ascending lines found
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throughout the cycle are di.ff icul t to sing, especially
since many of them must be sung softly (6:570).

Mainten-

ance of a high, well focused tone is necessary throughout,
while at the same time the singer cannot sacrifice the
rich, dark, warm, full tones so necessary in performance
of Wagner's works.

The vocal phrase endings usually do

not coincide with those of the accompaniment.

Therefore,

to avoid detracting from the accompaniment's phrase, the
vocalist must allow his phrase endings to continue floating
away.

This feeling is enhanced if the vocalist keeps a

height in body stance and mentally continues to sing.
The vocal range in the Wesendonck Songs (middle C
to high A flat) is not extensive for a soprano.

Even in

his operatic works extremely high ranges are rare; "Wagner
has a reputation for having made impossible demands on the
voice, but in fact it is possible to sing almost all his
heroines without a high C" (18:43).

Likewise, the tessi-

tura of the Wesendonck Songs is easy, flowing mainly
within the middle range, an occassional high or low note
popping in and then moving right on again.

Rather than

the range, it is the emotional intensity which makes these
songs difficult to perform.
The Wesendonck Songs are difficult to memorize,
not only because it is hard to hear in one's mind the complicated but helpful chromatic harmonies supplied by the
accompaniment, but also because the poetry is long and has
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no repetition.

On the other hand, the latter point could

be considered an asset to memori~ation since there are
no strophic passages.
Although a mature voice is required to sing this
cycle, a lyric spinto soprano can perform the cycle with
a piano accompaniment.

However, if sung with the original

orchestral accompaniment, the strength and size of the
voice must lean to the dramatic side.

The piano accompani-

ment permits, even demands, a faster tempo throughout the
cycle; this is due to the fact that the percussive piano
at slow tempo does not have the ability to sustain intensity as does the orchestra.
Wagner felt that the execution of tempo true to the
composer's original intent was the key to affective musical performance.

As Wagner said, "Only thorough and

detailed acquaintance with the work will yield this vital
knowledge"; the vital knowledge which he speaks of here
is that of the proper tempo (3:28).

Only through proper

interpretation of the melody can the true tempo be found.
In his estimation, German musicians were lacking in this
ability because music, for them, was a mixture of grammar,
mathematics, and gymnastic exercises.

On the other hand,

the French musicians excelled in this ability of melody.
According to Wagner, the recreator, or performer,
was dutifully bound to interpret as accurately as possible
the intentions of the composer.

Wagner stated in
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The Virtuoso:
The first rule of interpretation is to convey the
composer's intention with scrupulous fidelity • • •
to transmit his thoughts without any change or loss.
The greatest merit of the virtuoso consists in imbuing
himself completely with the musical perception of
the score, without introducing modifications of
his own' \3:280).
To assist the performer in attaining this goal, Wagner
included in his music many directions on tempo, dynamics,
and special descriptive phrases, for instance:

"as if

totally losing itself", "with expression", "with enthusiasm".
By delving into the spiritual and emot~onal
aspects, the Wesendonck Songs can be fun to perform, both
for the vocalist and the pianist.

For the student per-

former, the cycle serves as a teacher not only of sustained,
legato singing, but also of the need for deep emotional
involvement with the meaning of the text.

The professional

performer will find the Wesendonck Songs a worthwhile
addition to his standard repertoire.

SIGNIFICANCE AS LIEDER
Most of Wagner's song composition was done before
his operatic works gained acceptance.

After this, he used

song composition only as a means of quick money, or, as
in the case of the Wesendonck Songs, to sketch ideas for a
new music drama.

This neglect of song writing was due to

the fact that his deliberate harmonic movement fit more
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easily into large than into small designs (21:248).

He

did not regard his songs a significant part of his total
body of works, and "To say that they made significant contributions to the history of the art song would be an
overstatement" (10).

Yet, the Wesendonck Songs are an

unquestionably important cycle", not only as a sketch for
Tristan und Isolde, but also as paramount examples of
German lieder, and an explanation of Wagner's whole philosophy on life and art (10).

Chapter 4

SUMMARY
In order to accurately and artistically perform
any piece of music, background information on the composer and his style of writing is necessary.

Wagner's

music directly reflects his era, personality, and philosophies.

He believed in complete freedom for men as

individuals to do as they pleased, and tried to convert
his audience through his music to this belief.
The techniques of endless melody and equality of
all arts found in Wagner's music dramas are also found
in his song cycle, the Wesendonck Songs.

Wagner considered

the cycle a study for Tristan und Isolde.

The "ascension

to heaven" theme and its development can be seen in both
compositions.
Vocal performance of the cycle is tiring because of
the never-ending emotional intensity.

The Wesendonck

Songs are a paramount example of German lieder.
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